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1 NMR IMAGING 5IntrodutionThe nulear magneti resonane imaging (NMR imaging) enables to deter-mine the spatial struture of measured objets. It is nowadays used espeiallyin mediine sine it produes a lear anatomial display with good tissue dis-rimination and with no radiation risk to patients.The aim of my thesis was to prepare a new experiment for the studentlaboratory. This experiment should demonstrate the basi priniples of theNMR imaging and allow students to familiarize with this very useful experi-mental method.1 NMR Imaging1.1 Frequeny enodingThe main priniple behind the magneti resonane imaging is the resonaneondition !0 = B0 (1)giving the linear dependene between the resonane frequeny !0 of a magnetimoment and the strength of the magneti �eld B0 at the loation of thismoment. The resonane frequeny an be determined from the measured signalusing the Fourier transformation.Let us illustrate the priniple of the NMR imaging on a simple example.Consider a sample that is divided into three separated regions as in Figure 1.In the homogeneous magneti �eld there is only one peak at the frequeny!0 = B0 in the NMR spetrum. If a magneti �eld with a onstant gradient,PSfrag replaements
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Fig. 1: NMR spetrum in the homogeneous �eld B0. The spetrum ontainsone peak at the frequeny !0 = B0.Gzx = �Bz�x = onst., is applied in onjuntion with B0 (Figure 2), then the threeregions experiene di�erent magneti �elds. The result is an NMR spetrum



1 NMR IMAGING 6with three signals. Their frequenies orrespond to the positions of individualregions of the sample in the x diretion,!0(x) =  �B0 + �Bz�x � x� : (2)The amplitudes of the signals are proportional to the number of spins in eahregion of the sample. The desribed proedure is alled the frequeny enoding.PSfrag replaements
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Fig. 2: NMR spetrum in the gradient �eld B0 + xGzx. Resonane frequenies!1, !2, !3 orrespond to the positions x1, x2, x3 of sample regions.
1.2 Bak projetionThe bak projetion is an extension of the frequeny-enoding proedure thatis used for more ompliated samples. For suh samples the appliation ofa magneti-�eld gradient in one diretion only does not give enough infor-mation to reonstrut the shape of the sample. This problem an be solved byapplying the gradient in several di�erent diretions. The shape of the samplean be then dedued from all reorded spetra (see Figure 3).The method of rotating gradient desribed above an be equivalentlyreplaed by the method of rotating sample. The tehnial realization of thelatter is easier sine the presene of a stationary magneti-�eld gradient in onediretion is only required. Therefore this method was hosen in our experimen-tal setup.In the bak-projetion method we measure a set of spetra for n di�e-rent angles between the sample and the magneti-�eld gradient. The anglesstreth from 0Æ to 180Æ with the step size Æ. The measured spetra are thenproessed in the following way. First, all spetra are projeted into gray-levelimages: The maximum value is found among amplitudes in the set of measu-red NMR spetra. White olor is assigned to this maximum, shades of gray



1 NMR IMAGING 7

Fig. 3: Bak projetion: By using �eld gradients at several angles the positionsof the spin-ontaining regions an be determined.are assigned to other values. One measured spetrum and the assigned pro-jetion is shown in Figure 4. All grey-level projetions an be then proessedmathematially in order to reover the shape of the sample.

(a) (b)Fig. 4: Assignment of the NMR spetrum (a) and its projetion (b).1.3 ContrastIn order to distinguish various substanes ontained in the sample, the intensi-ties of the signals originating from them should di�er. The relative di�erenebetween the areas of the high signal intensity and the low signal intensity is re-ferred to as ontrast. Images obtain prinipal ontrast through the di�erene inproton densities. Results of imaging depending only on di�erent proton densi-ties are alled %-weighted images. However, the proton density an be almost



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 8onstant in many ases and the ontrast of the resulting image is then insuÆ-ient. An improvement of the ontrast an be ahieved by using di�erenes inspin-lattie relaxation times T1 and spin-spin relaxation times T2 of di�erentsubstanes in the sample. T1-, T2- or %-weighted images an be obtained byapplying a onvenient pulse sequene, whih is a set of RF pulses applied tothe sample to produe a spei� form of the NMR signal.Contrast that depends on di�erent spin-lattie relaxation times T1 an beobtained e.g. by use of the inversion reovery pulse sequene. Assume that thesample ontains two substanes A and B. Signal intensity behavior of thesesubstanes is shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b depits the time dependene of thedi�erene of signal intensities MAz �MBz . The di�erene reahes a maximum

(a) (b)Fig. 5: (a) Signal intensity behavior of substanes A and B when the inversionreovery pulse sequene is applied. (b) Time dependene of the di�erene ofsignal intensities MAz �MBz .at T 0Inv. Therefore, to obtain the optimal ontrast we have to set the parame-ter TInv (the delay between the 180Æ exitation pulse and the 90Æ exitationpulse) to the value of T 0Inv. If TInv is set to the value TA1 ln 2 or TB1 ln 2, thesignal from substane A or B totally disappears.A T2-weighted image an be reated by applying the spin eho pulsesequene. Signal deay urves and the di�erene of signal intensities of sub-stanes A and B are shown in Figure 6. The di�erene reahes the maximumvalue at T 0E . When we set the delay between the 90Æ exitation pulse and the180Æ exitation pulse to 12T 0E ontrast of the reated image is the best.2 Experimental part2.1 Gradient oilTo reonstrut the spatial struture of a measured sample the presene ofa magneti-�eld gradient is essential. The method of the bak projetion with



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 9

(a) (b)Fig. 6: (a) Signal deay urves of substanes A and B when the spin eho pulsesequene is applied. (b) Time dependene of the di�erene of signal intensitiesMB? �MA? .rotating sample, whih is used in our experimental setup, requires a statio-nary gradient in one diretion (e.g. x). A magneti �eld with the onstantgradient �Bz�x an be produed by a speial saddle oil plaed on a ylindrialsurfae. The main design problem is to optimize the position of ondutors inthe oil and the urrent owing through them to ahieve an optimal form ofthe magneti-�eld gradient.The basi element of the oil is a irular ar (Figure 7a), whih is loatedin a plane perpendiular to the z-axis. Its indution omponent Bz at the point

(a) (b)Fig. 7: (a) Coordinates for the omputation of the magneti �eld of a ondutorin the form of a irular ar. (b) Saddle oils produing the gradient in thex-diretion.



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 10(x; y; z) is given by the Biot-Savart lawBz(x; y; z) = �I4� Z ��� (� x os � � y sin �) d�[x2 + y2 + (z + d)2 � 2(x os � + y sin �) + 2℄ 32 ; (3)where I is the urrent owing through the irular ar of radius  and openingangle 2�, d is the z -oordinate of the plane in whih the ar lies and � is thepermeability.Eq. (3) an be simpli�ed by the use of the relative oordinatesX = x ; Y = y ; Z = zto the formulaBz(X; Y; Z) = B 0z Z ��� (1�X os � � Y sin �) d�[X2 + Y 2 + (Z + �)2 � 2(X os � + Y sin �) + 1℄ 32 ;(4)where B 0z = �I4� and � = d : (5)An ideal x-gradient oil produes a magneti �eld with a onstant gradientalong the x-axis. The simplest type onsists of four symmetrially positionedsaddle oils plaed on a ylinder, as shown in Figure 7b. It ontains eight basiars.The magneti �eld Bz (Eq. (4)) in the neighbourhood of the origin anbe approximated by the three-dimensional Taylor seriesBz(X; Y; Z) = 1Xi;j;k=0 �i;j;kX iY jZk; (6)where �i;j;k = 1i! j! k! �i+j+kBz(X; Y; Z)�X i �Y j �Zk �����X=Y=Z=0 : (7)As it is shown in the thesis, the only nonzero derivative of the �rst orderis (in the on�guration aording to Figure 7b)�Bz�X �����0 = 2B 0z (2� �2) sin�(�2 + 1) 52 ; (8)The nonzero derivatives of the seond order are�2Bz�X2 �����0 = 32B 0z 2(1� 4�2)�� (2�2 � 3) sin(2�)(�2 + 1) 72 ; (9)�2Bz�Y 2 �����0 = 32B 0z 2(1� 4�2)� + (2�2 � 3) sin(2�)(�2 + 1) 72 ; (10)



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 11and �nally the nonzero derivatives of the third order are�3Bz�X�Y 2 �����0 = 12B 0z 3(4�4 � 27�2 + 4) sin� + 5(3�2 � 4) sin(3�)(�2 + 1) 92 ; (11)�3Bz�X�Z2 �����0 = �6B 0z (4�4 � 27�2 + 4) sin�(�2 + 1) 92 ; (12)�3Bz�X3 �����0 = 12B 0z 9(4�4 � 27�2 + 4) sin�� 5(3�2 � 4) sin(3�)(�2 + 1) 92 : (13)To design an x-gradient oil we have to maximize the term (8) and to minimizethe undesirable terms (9){(13) by a suitable hoie of the parameters , dand �.To inrease the size of the gradient, whih is produed by the simplesttype of the x-gradient oil (Figure 7b), a oil with more turns and layers anbe used. We used the x-gradient oil onsisting of four turns and two layers(Figure 8).

Fig. 8: Realization of the x-gradient oil.To test the homogeneity of the gradient, the magneti �eld Bz was me-asured with the Hall probe and the measured values were onverted to theproton resonane frequenies aording to Eq. (1). The resulting dependeneof the frequeny on the x-oordinate measured for I=2 A is in Figure 9. Asan be seen, the magneti �eld is linear with a suÆient auray within theoperational area of the probe, whih is a irle with the diameter of 20 mm.Outside of this area the linearity is not so good but it does not inuene ourmeasurements.



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 12

Fig. 9: Dependene of the resonane frequeny (f = 2�Bz) on the x-oordinate,I=2 A. The magneti �eld Bz was measured with the Hall probe.2.2 NMR spetra in the gradient magneti �eldNMR spetra were �rst measured on the sample that ontains two drops ofwater (Figure 10a). The sample was rotated with the step of 10Æ. When thetwo drops have di�erent positions along the x-axis, there are two peaks in theNMR spetrum. When the x-oordinates of both drops equal, there is only onepeak in the spetrum (see Figure 11). The dependene of resonane frequenieson the angle of the rotation is in Figure 10b. The experimental points are �ttedwith the urve f(�) = f0 � A sin�.

(a) (b)Fig. 10: (a) Sample ontaining two drops of water. Real dimensions: diameter20 mm, height 10 mm. (b) Dependene of the resonane frequeny on theangle �.



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 13

Fig. 11: NMR spetra measured on the sample (Figure 10a) in the dependeneon the angle � (� = 0Æ when the join of the enters of the two water ontainingregions is perpendiular to the gradient diretion).



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 142.3 %-, T1- and T2-weighted imagesTo demonstrate %-weighted images we used a sample that ontained water andpartially deuterated water, whih has lower proton density. The volumes ofwater and partially deuterated water in the measured objet were the same.The objet was measured by means of the spin eho pulse sequene for 18 ori-entations with respet to the gradient. The resulting image is in Figure 12b.Partially deuterated water looks darker whih is given by its lower protondensity.

(a) (b)Fig. 12: %-weighted image. (a) Spatial struture of the measured objet (blakolor stands for water, gray for partially deuterated water). (b) Reonstrutedimage.The T1-weighted image was demonstrated on a sample that ontainedsolutions of opper sulphate with two di�erent onentrations. The spatialstruture of the sample is illustrated in Figure 14a. The measurement wasdone by means of the inversion reovery pulse sequene for 18 orientations ofthe sample with di�erent values of the delay between the 180Æ exitation pulseand the 90Æ pulse.Looking at the spin-lattie relaxation behavior of our solutions (Fi-gure 13), it an be seen that the signal intensity of the half-molar solutionis nearly zero at TInv=2 ms. Therefore we set TInv to this value �rst. As expe-ted, no bright area appeared in the image reated by the bak projetion in theplae where the half-molar solution was loated (Figure 14b). For omparisonthe measurement was done on the same sample but with TInv=10 ms. Thelongitudinal omponent of the magnetization vetor of both the molar and thehalf-molar solution is almost relaxed at 10 ms. In the resulting image there arebright areas in plaes where both solutions were loated, again in agreementwith the theory.Similarly as the T1-weighted image also the T2-weighted image was de-monstrated by means of an objet ontaining solutions of opper sulphate



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 15

Fig. 13: Spin-lattie relaxation behavior of the molar and half-molar solutionof opper sulphate.

(a) (b) ()Fig. 14: T1-weighted image. (a) Spatial struture of the measured objet (blakolor stands for the molar solution, gray for the half-molar solution). (b), ()Reonstruted images { (b) TInv=2 ms, () TInv=10 ms.with two di�erent onentrations. We used a ombination of the half-molarand the quarter-molar solution (Figure 16a).The measurement was done with the delay between the 90Æ pulse andthe 180Æ pulse in the spin eho pulse sequene set to 2 ms, where (as an beseen in Figure 15) the di�erene between the size of the transverse omponentsof the magnetization approahes its maximum. The image in Figure 16b wasreated by the bak projetion of the set of 18 spetra measured for di�erentorientations of the sample. As expeted the areas where the half-molar solutionwas loated appear darker.



2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 16

Fig. 15: Spin-spin relaxation of the half-molar and the quarter-molar solutionof opper sulphate.

(a) (b)Fig. 16: T2-weighted image. (a) Spatial struture of the measured objet (blakolor stands for the half-molar solution, gray for the quarter-molar solution).(b) Reonstruted image { 12TE=2 ms.



CONCLUSION 17ConlusionThe aim of the thesis was to prepare a new experiment for the student la-boratory, whih should demonstrate the basi priniples of the NMR imaging.The motivation was to introdue a highly up-to-date appliation of the nulearmagneti resonane to students of the Faulty of Mathematis and Physis.The new experiment should serve as an extension to an already ope-rating experiment that demonstrates basi priniples of the NMR, as thefree indution deay, the spin eho, the spin-lattie and spin-spin relaxation.The new experiment o�ers to the students the possibility of obtaining muhmore spei� knowledge and pratial experiene. They will learn how to useNMR spetra to reonstrut the shape of a measured objet and how to im-prove ontrast of the reated image by means of the relaxation times T1 and T2.The thesis starts with a theoretial introdution, whih is divided intotwo main parts. The lassial desription of the NMR is presented in the �rstpart. The seond part deals with the NMR imaging. It explains not only thebak-projetion method, used in our experimental setup, but also modern teh-niques of the NMR tomography as the frequeny and phase enoding, and theslie seletion. The improvement of ontrast based on di�erenes in the rela-xation times T1 and T2 is also disussed.The most important problem I should deal with was to onstrut the gra-dient oil. Its design and realization are desribed in detail at the beginningof the experimental part of the thesis. Another important task was to pre-pare the omputer program for proessing NMR spetra and reating images.A suessful solution of these two tasks was a neessary ondition for furtherwork.The thesis then ontains the desription of the NMR spetrometer thatwas used for measuring. The spetrometer was in operation already before thestart of my PhD studies but it was several times upgraded (both hardware andsoftware) during my work.The last task was to hoose onvenient samples, measure their relaxationtimes and NMR spetra. These spetra were proessed in order to reonstrutthe shape of measured objets. We sueeded in reating not only %-weightedbut also T1- and T2-weighted images.Conrete tasks for students, an eduational text and instrutions for mea-suring are in the last hapter of the thesis. The eduational text ontains onlythose aspets of the NMR imaging that are neessary for understanding of theexperiment. Students who are interested in more detailed information an �ndit in referenes at the end of the eduational text.
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